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Dongbu Insurance

For Foreign Students
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Coverage and Limitation.  
Coverage Limit Deductible

Accident Death And
\100,000,000

Physical Impediment

Accident 
Expenses

In-Patient \30,000,000  10~20% is Co-Payment

Out-Patient \250,000

Pharmacy \50,000 \8,000 per a day

Sickness
Expenses

In-Patient \30,000,000 10~20% is Co-Payment

Out-Patient \250,000

Pharmacy \50,000 \8,000 per a day
Death or. Permanent Disability
(80% and over) due to Sickness \20,000,000

Liability \10,000,000 Deductible \20,000
Non-covered expenses
(E.S.W.T / chiropractic / prolotherapy) \3,500,000

Non-covered expenses(Injection Therapy) \2,500,000
Non-covered expenses(MRI) \3,000,000
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 Deductible and Co-payment

Out-Patient In-Patient

▶Clinic(Small one): 10,000 ₩ per a day 
or 20% of the whole amount if it is greater than 10,000 won

10~20% from whole 
medical expenses. 

▶General Hospitals(Middle one): 15,000₩ per a day 
or 20% of the whole amount if it is greater than 15,000 won

▶University Hospitals: 
20,000₩per a day 
or 20% of the whole amount if it is greater than 20,000 won

★Pharmacy : 8,000₩ per a day

 Insurance Enrollment Period

Jan. 19, 2019 ~ Feb. 02, 2019
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Exclusions 

1. Pre-Existing Condition 
any treatment of pre-existing conditions, illnesses or injuries that 
pre-date the purchase of this insurance policy.

2. Immunizations
hepatitis type B shot, Flu shot ETC.

3. Psychiatric Illnesses 
mental illness  (e.g) Depression

4. Maternity 
Child Birth and Miscarriage

5. Dental 
We do not cover any dental materials like a Crown, Implant, gold etc.

6. Pimple, mole, plastic surgery

7. Any treatments that not included in Korean national 
health insurance 
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Claim Procedure

 Claim procedure. 
Don’t forget to take a diagnosis (진단서) and receipt (영수증) from the 
hospital.
And give your bank account number to insurance manager with your full 
name.
And then Fax or E-mail a medical chart and receipt to insurance Manager.

Fax : 02-2179-9845  / E-Mail : dhdnxor7@hanmail.net 

 The insurance ONLY covers the incidents happened in South Korea.
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 24Hours Language Service – Hotline 

Name Phone

English Daniel Son 010-9474-6644

Chinese A young Park 080-088-0077

Korean Woo taek OH 010-5665-2967
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Thank you!

We always be with you. 


